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Materials Adoption Update

When can we expect to receive our materials?
Secondary ELA/ELD
End of March/Early April

Secondary Math
End of May

Elementary ELA/ELD
End of May

Professional Development
Secondary ELA/ELD

- August 18 - Initial Program Activation Training
  - Designed to provide teachers with the critical components they need to ensure success on Day 1 in the classroom
- Early Fall - ELA and ELD Implementation Essentials Training
  - Digging deeper into the components, instructional design, and structure
- ELD Follow-up training and on-site flexible coaching
- November 7 - Next Generation Learners
  - In depth look at next-generation learning, technology integration, teaching, and assessment through myPerspectives

Secondary Math

- August 18
  - Middle School Follow-Up PD - Effective Use of the Digital Path
    - Maximizing the use of digital tools in the classroom
  - High School - Initial Program Activation Training
    - Designed to provide teachers with the critical components they need to ensure success on Day 1 in the classroom
- Early Fall - High School Implementation Essentials
  - Going more in-depth with a focus on components, lesson design and strategies
- November 7 - Transforming Teaching & Learning with MathXL
  - Explore the powerful tools MathXL® for School provides that enhance teaching & learning and differentiate instruction
- Lesson Analysis and Coaching during the year
Elementary ELA/ELD

- All teachers will have access during the summer to the Virtual Training Implementation Course
- August 18 and 21st
  - Implementation Training
    - Organization, components, assessing and evaluating student progress, and program technology
  - Pilot Teachers to go deeper with program technology, assessment, ELD, and small group instruction
- Instructional Specialist/RTI Teacher and Ed Tech support with implementation
- Possible after school Learn and Shares
Credits
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